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BRIEF
INTRODUCTION

The proposed pedagogical method aims to stimulate interdisciplinary research to produce innovative 
products or processes that arise from the meeting of the fashion field and the world of technology. 
The tools used help the Fashion-Tech learners in the research, in the definition of the objectives and 
in the planning.

THE BRIEF

Design innovative design processes/product combining the field of fashion with the one of technology.
You can be innovative in different aspect such as human interaction, shape, visual aspect, finishing 
or materials, internal layout and features.

The 55 cards task will allow students participating in the Research workshop a chance to brainstorm 
Fashion-Tech. Using the TD module and activities such as the 5W’s the groups will pick an idea and 
generate concepts. 

Groups will be expected to develop the design, prototype and test. 

There will then be space to evaluate and critique.  

WORKSHOP AIMS

The workshop aims to support the creative process and design in the field of fashion-fech and is 
divided into three main phases:

INSPIRATION
Inspiration mainly uses two tools: A-Cards and K-Cards as support for brainstorming and the TD 
Module as support for transdisciplinary research. 

IDEATION
Ideation aims to give an organization and a concrete form to ideas through the definition of the 5W 
(what, who, why, where, when) and the design of the concept.

IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation instead uses the creation of a prototype to verify not only the functionality and 
feasibility of the product/process but also how this is perceived by the user and the market. 
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BRIEF
WORKSHOP OUTCOME

- Group of keywords for macro-areas
- Board with keywords, research images (inspiration, materials, technology)
- Storyboard, paper to answer to ‘where?’ and ‘why?’, compiled calendar matrix, ‘persona’ board, 
- Sketches and drawings
- Materials list for prototype
- Real prototype
- Present the project, interact with the prototype, compile the ‘Students sheet’
- Compiled questionnaires about the prototype performances. 
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